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The Board of Admiralty regret to announce that, during an action against
'enemy light naval forces in the English Channel early last Saturday, the cruiser

H.M.S. CHARYBDIS (Captain Voelcker, R.N.) was sunk and the destroyer H.M.S.

LIMBOURNE (acting Commander W.J. Phipps, O.B. E., R.N.) was damaged, and had to be

sunk later by our own forces.

The next of kin of casualties have been informed.

H.M.S., CHARYBDIS and H.M.S. LIMBOURNE were part of a force engaged on an offen-

sive sweep off the French coast between Ushant and the Channel Isles. Visibility
was poor at the tine that the enemy force was encountered and in the ensuing antion

H.M.S. CHARYBDIS and H.M.S. LIMBOURNE were hit by torpedoes.

ADMIRALTY, S.W.I.

H.M.S. CHARYBDIS

H.M. S. CHARYBDIS was a cruiser of the DIDO class, and was completed in 1940.
t

She was one of a famous fondly for, with her sisters, ILK. S. DIDO, SIRIUS,
eURYHLUS and SCYLLA, she helped to make navel history almost continuously through
more then three years of Hitter see, fighitng, especially in the mediterranean.

Recently several ships of the DIDO class have taken part in balbordr.ie.nts against
enemy land targets in Sicily and Italy.

Tho DIDO class ships are of 5*450 tons. They are 506 feet long and mount ten

5* 2” puns and sixteen smaller puns. They carry si: 21” torpedo tubes.

H.M.S. CHARYBDIS was built and engined by Messrs. Cornell Laird bè Co. Ltd., of

Birkenhead, and had a designed speed of 33 knots.

She was adopted by Birkenhead.

H.M. S.
(

CHARYBDIS was the BritishNavys fifth ship to bear that name - a name

famous in naval history.

H.M.S. LIMBOURNE

H.M.S. LIMBOURNE was one of tho famous Hunt class, destroyers, which have been
described as the hardest-worked ships in, the Royal Navy.

She was completed during the war and after her commissioning she saw much ser-

vice in hone waters, both on convoy patrol and in offensive operations*

Many details of these latest Hunt destroyers are still secret but generally
ships of this class are of about 900 ions and. measure 270 feet. The gun usually
mounted is the 4" of which four are normally carried. They also have formidable

anti-aircraft ornament.

H.M.S. LIMBOURNE was adopted Toy Dagenham.
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